Abstract-This paper presents a ne w wavelet -based image
I. INTRODUCTION
In daily life digital images plays an important role in many applications such as satellite television ,computer tomography in GIS etc.Digital image processing application are becoming increasingly important and they all start with a mathematical representation of the image.Thus it is necessary to apply an efficient denoising technique to compensate for such data corruption.Image denoising is used to remove the additive noise and retaining as much as possible the important signal features. There are different methods for noise reduction. Here our focus is on noise removal techniques for natural images. Bayesian networks are probably the most popular type of graphical model.In this paper our objectives is to construct a Bayesian network from a single image for denoising purpose.In Bayesian restoration method,the image manifold is encoded in the form of prior knowledge that express the probabilities that specified combination of pixel intensities can be experiential in an image because image spaces are highdimensional .One often isolates the manifolds by decomposing images into their components and by fitting probabilistic models on it.However the approach is computationally intractable because it must explore several combinations of dependent variables to derive an optimal Bayesian network.This difficulty is resolved in this paper by representing the data in wavelet domains and restricting the space of possible networks by using techniques such as "maximal weighted spanning tree"(MWST).Three wavelet properties -sparsity,cluster and motion can be oppressed to reduce the computational complexity of learning Bayesian network.First, the wavelet transform of a natural image tends to be sparse with large coefficients at the edge.The sparsity reduces the number of variables required to construct a graph.Second ,the adjacent wavelet coefficients tend to have similar values as a clusterThird,wavelet coefficients at the same location and orientation tends to be positively correlated in adjacent scales.the over-fitting problem occurs because the underlying network is too complex.The construction of Bayesian network involves prior knowledge of the probability relationship between the variables of interest.In this paper,they propose an approach that uses a hidden directed graph to model the prior probability of an image, That is the graph is Bayesian network with a multi-layer network structure constructed from the wavelet coefficient of an image.They show that if the network is a spanning tree the standardBP algorithm can estimate MAP efficiently [1] .Learning approaches are widely used to construct Bayesian network that best represent the joint probabilities of training data [2] - [5] .Taking advantage of correlations between wavelet coefficients either across space, scale or orientation improvement in denoising performance is obtained. In this paper,they discuss methods for constructing Bayesian network from prior knowledge and summarize Bayesian statistical methods for using data to improve these models.with regard to the latter task,they describe methods for learning both the parameters and structure of a Bayesian network including techniques for learning with incomplete data [3] - [4] .In the effect of using hidden markov tree[HMT]model to capture the joint statistics of wavelet coefficients,the marginal probability of each wavelet coefficient is modeled as a mixed density function with a hidden state variable [7] - [9] .The image denoising problem is particularly serious in modern image capturing devices because the increase in the sensor's density per unit area of a chip reduces the signal to noise and increases the capturing device's sensitivity to noise [10] .The state-ofthe art denoising algorithms are based on the non local means approach [11] - [13] .The most representative approach is the block matching and 3-D filtering algorithm.It combines similar 2-D patches that can be overlapped to form a 3-D group and then uses collaborative 3-D filtering technique to perform non-local filtering [13] .In a denoising wiener filter, motivated by the statistical analysis of the performance bounds of patch based methods is proposed [14] .In this new method of Bayesian framework combined three criteria for distinguishing supposedly useful coefficients from noise : coefficient ,magnitude ,their evolution across scale and spatial clustering of large coefficients near image edge.Instead of using earlier model such a ratio we determine empirically their realistic conditional probability density given pure noise and given noisy edges [15] .Simoncelli examined the empirical statistical properties of images in adjacent scales and presented an inter scale probability model for the wavelet coefficients in two adjacent scales [16] . They describe a method for removing noise from digital images based on a statistical model of the coefficients of an overcomplete multiscale oriented basis .Two basic assumptions are commonly made in order to reduce dimensionally .The first is that the probability structure may be defined locally .Second is an assumption of spatial homogeneity .Last assumption is problematic for image modelling where the complexity of local structure is not well described by Gaussian densities [18] .Our method has two advantages over existing approaches.Firstly the map solution can be derived by using standard BP algorithm.Our method is more capable of retaining the fine structure of an image than existing approaches,The second advantage is that the hidden structure is derived by a data -adaptive process.To evaluate our approach,we compare it's performance with that of other approaches,that it yields a better peak-signal-to-noise ratio [PSNR]as well as better quality on the textured areas of an image. The remainder of paper is organized as follows. In section II we explain data-Adaptive Hidden Network Approach. In section III we present the method used to construct and model wavelet Bayesian Network .In section IV we shows how the network are used for denoising.In section V we discuss denoising algorithm and compare it's performance with that of other approaches and section VI is conclusion.
II. DATA ADAPTIVE HIDDEN NETWORK
APPROACH In this section ,we describe the method for constructing a data-adaptive graph structure and formulating the prior probability of the original image in the wavelet domain. Similarly we explain how the graph structure is used with the BP algorithm to derive the MAP solution. Here we assume that the wavelet coeifficient of the original image represents a realization of hidden graph.To construct the graph, we first creat a matrix of random variable called as wavelet patch for each subband .[indexed by orientation and scale]and assign the subband coefficient as the observed data of random variables.and now a subgraph is constructed from the wavelet patch as follows.
We associate each random variable with a node ,hence the coefficients assigned to random variable can be regarded as node's observed data.
The arc in the subgraph are derived according to a data dependency measurement between the observed data in any pair of nodes.In this way we can construct a one -layer network from the wavelet subband and associate subband's coefficients with the node in the network shown in fig.1 .
Finally, the one-layer network of adjacent subband can be linked by inter-scale arcs from coarser scale to finer scales to form a multi-layer network structure as shown in fig.2 (a) Assume that the wavelet patch is a matrix of m*m random variables and consider the size of subband be N*N and let m divide by N.We partition the subband into [N/m]2 rectangular blocks ,each of which contains m*m coefficients .Then coefficients at location ( i,j ) in each block is assigned as a realization of random variable at location(i,j) in the wavelet patch.Thus each random variable has [N/m]2 sampled observations for the second problem.we analyze the computational cost of a graph structure for which the MAP solution can be derived efficiently by the standard BP algorithm.dia. fig. 1 ,fig. 2 Here we use a graph G(V,E) to represent the one-layer subgraph structure where V is the node set and E is the arc set.Now BP can derive an MAP solution in two iterations if G is a directed acyclic-graph (DAG).BP inference in a spanning tree is comprised of two phases:-Forward message passing and Backward message passing which use the in degree arcs and out degree arcs respectively to pass messages to a node .The analysis show that the cost of BP inference on spanning tree can be significantly less than that in a general DAG.Now joint probability of a spanning tree G=(V,E) can be formulated by the dependency structure in G. We can stack the subgraphs of two adjacent scales to form a two-layer graph.Let Gc=(Vc,Ec) be the graph corresponding to a subband at the coarser scale of G.Based on the inter-scale persistence property, interscalearcs can be constructed between Vc and Vdenoted as A, by combining the parent node and child node in Gc and G respectively.Because of the node dependency in the graph the joint probability of the resulting directed graph is formulated as the product of that of each data group .The joint probability of each data group fig.2 is obtained by replacing the node variables with the hidden coefficients [1] . After constructing the hidden graph ,we create layers of observation node for each noisy wavelet subband .Next we assign the noisy coefficients to the observation nodes in the same way as the ideal subband coefficients are assigned to the hidden nodes as shown in fig.3(a) and (b) . Development (ICSESD-2017) (www.jit.org.in Then arcs are created to link the observation nodes to the corresponding hidden nodes shown in fig.3(c) . BP inference can now be applied to derive the map solution for the denoising problem.In fig.3(d) all the wavelet coefficients located in the same rectangular blocks in various subbands are estimated simultaneously by one BP inference.We calculate the computational cost of image denoising under the proposed model. Because each node has one in-degree and one outdegree interscale edge at most,the number of operations that BP inference performs for the number performed for one wavelet patch. Fig.3We have explained the basic approach used to construct the a spanning tree from a wavelet patch and stack the spanning trees into form a multi-layer network.We also shown that if the subgraph structure is a spanning tree the exact MAP solution be derived efficiently by BP inference. Now we construct a wavelet Bayesian network for the wavelet subbands in each orientation.
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III. CONSTRUCTING WAVELET BAYESIAN
NETWORK A Bayesian network ,denoted as B=(V,E,P) comprise a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies represented by a directed acyclic graph in which the nodes represent the element in V.Each edge element in E takes the form of a directed arc x->y, The likelihood p(y | x) ∈ P of an edge x → y ∈E is the conditional probability of observing y given that x exists. where x and y Here the Bayesian network constructed in wavelet domain so called as wavelet Bayesian network (WBN).Our aim is to construct a WBN from the undecimated discrete wavelet transform of a single image.Initially wavelet decomposition of an image F yields three images of wavelet coefficient with horizontal,vertical and diagonal orientations respectively and one approximate image of F.Then at the next scale ,the approximated image is further decomposed to obtain three images of the wavelet coefficients and one coarser approximate image of F.To construct a WBN,we first collect subbands with same orientation together to obtain a horizontal -group,a verticalgroup, and a diagonal -group of wavelet coefficients .Then we construct a Bayesian network B for each group . Let Bh = (V h, Eh, Ph ), Bv = (V v , Ev , Pv ), and Bd = (Vd , Ed , Pd ) denote the Bayesian networks constructed from the horizontal-group, vertical-group, and diagonal-group of wavelet coefficients respectively. The WBN B = (V, E, P) is derived from Bh, Bv, and Bd by 
B. Edge Set Eu
The arcs (directed edges) in Bu can be divided into two disjoint sets, E ou and Eiu, where E ou comprises the (interscale) edges incident to vertices at different scales, and E comprises the (intra-scale) edges incident to vertices at the same scale. The persistence property of the wavelet transforms indicates that large/small values of wavelet coefficients tend to occur at the same spatial locations in subbands at adjacent scales. The property can be used to construct arcs in Eou by linking a vertex at the coarser scale j+ 1 to the vertex of the same index at the finer scale j ; that is,
The edges in Eiu represent the connections between vertices at the same scale and orientation. Constructing the edges corresponds to deriving the Bayesian network on the nodes xuj(i,k) that best represent the joint probability of the nodes at the same scale j and orientation u. However, as discussed in Section II, BP inference is computationally intractable if the Bayesian network is a general graph. Thus, we limit the solution space to spanning trees so that we can derive an efficient solution by using the maximal weighted spanning tree (MWST) algorithm. A maximal weighted spanning tree is a spanning tree whose weight is greater than or equal to the total weight of every other spanning tree. The optimum weighted spanning tree can be derived by minimizing the relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler distance) D (p||q) between the probability functions p and q.
C. Probability Model Pu
There are two types of arcs in a Bayesian network Bu: 1) the inter-scale parent-child arc, which connects a node with its coarser-scale parent; and 2) the intra-scale sibling arc, which connects two nodes of the same scale. To obtain theprobability inference, we need to model the probability function on each arc. Simoncelli [16] exploited the persistence property of wavelet transforms and proposed a joint statistical model of a "child" coefficient conditioned on the coarse-scale "parent" coefficients at the same spatial locations in all orientations.
Let {x pk} comprise the parent coefficients of the child coefficient x. Then, the probability function of x conditionedon{x pk} is defined as the following Markov model:
IV. WAVELET BAYESIAN NETWORK FOR DENOISING In this section, we consider using the wavelet Bayesian network to model the prior probability of the original image for the image denoising problem [1] which involves removing white and homogenous Gaussian noise with zero mean and known variance from an image.To infer the probability for denoising, we associate each variable node x in Bayesian network B with an observation node y and create the arc y → x. The probability function of x conditioned on the observed value of y is modeled as fn(x|y) ∝ 1/σnexp(−(x − y)2/2σ2n ρ) where σ2n is the variance of the zero mean Gaussian white noise and ρ depends on the scale and wavelets. Here we are using message passing algorithm to obtain the estimated wavelet coefficient of each realization.First, we convert WBN Bn to a factor Fn, and then use max product algorithm to derive the estimated wavelet coefficients.
WBN. Denoising Algorithm 1.Wavelet representation :Calculate the undecimated DWT of an N X N noisy image Z to obtain the horizontal,vertical and diagonal subband and one approximate image. 2.Create a vertex set (Vu) 3.Create sibling edges(Eiu) for nodes at the same scale and orientation,derive probability of each variable ,then use Kruskal's algorithm to derive the maximum weighted spanning tree form each subband. 4.Create coarse to fine inter-scale edges (Eou) at each orientation . 5.Create WBN B of orientation u.as Bu (V=Vh U Vv U Vd ,E= Eh U Ev U Ed , P= Ph U Pv U Pd) 6.Create observation node (Y) and arcs (En). 7.Derive the conditional probability of noisy observation(Pn). 8.Create WBN Bn (V U Y,E U En, P U Pn) then convert WBN Bn to factor graph Fn. 9.Estimate the wavelet coefficients in each realization of Bn. 10.Reconstruct the denoised image F^ from the wavelet coefficients and the coarsest approximate image. Development (ICSESD-2017) (www.jit.org.in In this section ,we present our denoising algorithm,explain it's implementation and compare it's performance with that of existing method [1] . The steps are as follows. 1.Calculates the undecimated DWT of the input image. 2.construct the WBN B.
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3. Create WBN Bn used for denoising purpose 4.The wavelet coefficients are estimated from Bn by applying the max-product algorithm to the factor graph F for each realization of Bn. We use CDF 9/7 filters to process the undecimated DWT Because the noise variance of subband at all scales can be set at σ2n, which is image noise variance.The is also used in deriving the MAP estimation of the wavelet coefficients.The frequency count indicates the number of wavelet coefficients in quantization bin.The size of a subband's quantization bin is set at ¼ of the standard deviation,measured from the wavelet from the wavelet coefficient in the subband.We conduct experiment on set of image (size 512x512). Now we present the experimental result derived by our algorithm and compare it's performance with that of otherThe current algorithm can be extend for denoising of color images. Fig. shows the executation result of the current algorithm in color images. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The Bayesian formula indicates that the denoising problem is essentially a prior probability modeling and estimation task.In this paper we construct the hidden graph using wavelet coefficients this graph is used to model the prior probability of the original image for denoising purposes. we show that if the network is a spanning tree,the standard BP algorithm can estimate MAP efficiently.The existing Wavelet Bayesian Network Image Denoising performs the denoising algorithm effiectively.But we modified the algorithm which preserve the edges effictively and also can use the current algorithm for color image denoising.
